
Wicked Waters

Benjamin Booker

This must be where I
Is it all, darling?

Throw myself into wicked waters, I
This must be where I

Is it all, darling?
Throw myself into wicked waters.Well, I', sorry, I'm feeling guilty

Just a little bit more!
A new foundation!
A new foundation!

I work until I fall down, baby
Then I work a little bit more.
When I was just a small boy

Oh, I wanted it, I wanted it all
A new foundation!
A new foundation!

And now I would be happier
To just be standing tall!

And my heart is feeling empty,
And my legs are feeling weak

Well I answered wrong yesterday,
I stumble when I speak.

Oh, I'm afraid I'll never be nothing
And I remember chains,

Oh, all chains, all chains is all I am!
All I am, all I am,

I'm making on this, son
I'm a new beginning, I will

Into love, oh!
What l I am, what I am,
I'm making on this, son

I'm a new beginning, I will,
Oh into love, oh!This must be where I

Is it all, darling?
Throw myself into wicked waters, I

This must be where I
Is it all, darling?

Throw myself into wicked waters.
Woke me from a ... to say we had a chance

A new beginning, a new beginning
We gonna raise this from the...

We'll raise into the wild
We'll teach him about our brokenness,
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And the things that we should new
A new beginning, a new beginning!

... for us, and it still feels...
And my heart is feeling empty,
And my legs are feeling weak

My answer... yesterday,
I stumble when I speak.

Oh, I'm afraid I'll never be nothing
And I remember chains,

Oh, all chains, all chains is all I am!
But I am, I'm making on this, son

I'm a new beginning, I will
Into love, oh!

What l I am, what I am,
I'm making on this, son

I'm a new beginning, I will,
Oh into love, oh!
Oh, I feel love!
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